UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL
ORGANIZATION
Bureau of Human Resources Management

UNESCO’s MANDATE

“Since wars begin in the minds of men and
women, it is in the minds of men and women
that the defenses of peace must be
constructed”

UNESCO’s FIELD NETWORK
• 53 Field Offices and 9 Institutes

UNESCO and 2030 AGENDA for Sustainable Development
Education Transforms Lives:
“ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all”.

Sciences for a Sustainable Future:
Invest in science, technology and innovation (STI) to sustainable
development.

Social and Human Sciences for fundamental humanist:
firmly entrench universal values and support people in understanding each
other and working together to build lasting peace.

Cherish

Cultural Diversity and Fostering Creativity:

Placing culture an essential investment in the world's future and successful
globalization

Communication and Information:
foster freedom of expression, media development, and access to
information and knowledge to protects fundamental freedoms.
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SNAPSHOT: UNESCO’s WORK IN 2018
Education

Gender

Culture

Science

Social and Human Science

Communication and Information

UNESCO’s WORKFORCE (as of January 2019)

11
years Average
Service Time

1070 Staff
at HQs (Paris)

Staff from
170+
Nationalities

750 Staff in the
53 Fields offices

51%
Women
International Professional
Staff

360 Staff
in 9 Institutes

2180 Regular Staff

51%
Women Directors

55% Women Staff

2000 Non-Regular Staff

SWEDEN and UNESCO

Education
Sustainable societal
development
Democracy, human
rights and freedom of
expression

Gender equality

Humanitarian aid

Right to Education; Education
policy; National education
system; Global citizenship
education; etc.
Intercultural Dialogue; Social
Transformations; Man and the
Biosphere Programme (MAB); etc.
Safety of Journalists, Open
Access Internet, Information
Literacy; Cultural Expression; etc.
Woman in Science; Girl and
Woman Education; etc.

Humanitarian Aid for Education;
etc.

Environment and
climate

Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development; Water security;
Ecosystem and Biodiversity

Health

HIV and Sexuality Education;
Education for Health and Wellbeing

Conflict resolution,
peace and security

Prevention of Violent
Extremism;
Armed Conflict and Heritage

SWEDISH NATIONALS in UNESCO
Professional and General Staff

• International Professional Staff: 5 (4 in HQs, 1 in the Field)
• 1 Young Professional to be onboarded in June
• General Service Staff in the Field: 1

Secondments
• Two senior experts (P4, P5) will be seconded to UNESCO in 2019
• 1 in Bureau of Strategy Planning, 1 in Internal Oversight Service

JPOs
• Sweden signed the JPO agreement with UNESCO on July 26th 1963
• As at May 2019 UNESCO has no Swedish JPO
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Applications from Swedish candidates (2014-2019)
• 183 Swedish candidates applied to UNESCO (358 applications)
Nomination
1

Total

Total Candidatures

358

Prescreening

182

Preselection

161

Evaluation/Interview

14

Nomination

1

Total
Candidatures
: 358

Prescreening
182

Potential to increase:
• Total applications
• Success rate from “Preselection” to “Interview” (9%)
• Success rate from “Interview” to “Nomination” (7%)

Preselection
161

Evaluation/Interview
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Applications from Swedish candidates (2014-2019)
• 69% female applications, 31% male applications
Female
DDG/ADG
8
D&
D-2
8
above
D-1
12
level
Total D+
28
P-5
P-4
P-1 to P-5 P-3
P1/P2
Total P

18
36
48
44
146

%F
44%
57%
30%
39%

Male
10
6
28
44

%M
56%
43%
70%
61%

Total
18
14
40
72

41%
72%
76%
88%
71%

26
14
15
6
61

59%
28%
24%
12%
29%

44
50
63
50
207

GS at HQ

74

94%

5

6%

79

Total

248

69%

110

31%

358

Potential to increase:
• Female applications for senior positions (P-5)

Number of applicants by gender and grade of posts

29%

6%

31%

61%
71%

94%

69%

39%

Total D+

Total P

GS at HQ
%F

Total
%M

Applications from Swedish candidates (2014-2019)
• The main programme areas of applications
Sectors

Grand Total

Culture

50

Natural Science

41

Education

36

External Relation

31

Communication and Information

27

Strategy Planning

20

Human Resources

17

Office of Director-General

14

Legal Affairs

13

Field Support Cooperation

12

Social and Human Science

12

IEP

11

World Heritage Centre
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Potential to increase
• Applications to Social and Human Science Sector

JOB APPLICATION: CV
Name | Professional Title
Location: xxxxxxx
Telephone: xxxxxxxxxxx
Email: xxxxxxxxxxxxx

Professional profile

Create a
Profile

CV
Construction

• For your use only – store the
information you may ever need
• Contact details in correct format :
email/phone number with country
code;
• Details :e.g. dates, numbers,
financial data

• Read the vacancy announcement
carefully
• Be precise and coherent, pay
attention to detail
• Demonstrate competencies

Add a punchy one or two line sentence that sums you up and will appeal to your target employers and
recruiters.
Expand upon the above with a more detailed summary of what you do. Include core industry experience,
skills (software, tools etc.) and try to show how your work impacts your employers. 3-5 lines will be about
right for this section.

Career summary
mmm/yyyy - Present

Company Name, Location (Optional)
Role Title

Outline
Give a high-level overview of the role to show how you fit into the organisation and what the overall goal of
your role is. 1-3 lines should be enough.
Key responsibilities
• Detail all of your responsibilities and showcase as much of your skills and knowledge as possible
• Use professional language and show how your duties impact the business where possible
• Give lots of detail in recent roles and less in old roles as you go down the CV
Key achievement/projects
• If possible try to add some impressive achievements you’ve made that have had a big impact on the
employer or a customer/client
• Use numbers to quantify these achievements if you can (e.g. sold 100 units in 1 month)

Education and qualifications
 Qualification, grade – Institution – Year
 Qualification, grade – Institution – Year
 Qualification, grade – Institution – Year

Skills
 Personal
 Computer
 Languages

Trainings and Volunteer Activities
Interests and Personal Strengths

20/05/2019

References available on request
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JOB APPLICATION: Cover Letter
YOUR FULL NAME
Your Address + TEL. Number + Email

Date

key points

• Who you are
• Your competences, skills and achievements consistent
to the vacancy you are applying to
• What makes you unique for the position you are
applying to

Hiring Manager's Full Name
Hiring Manager's Title
Organization Name
Organization Address
Introduction/salutation: Open with the employer's name when possible (Dear Mr/Ms). If the
name is unknown, try to research the company's website for the title and name. You can also
open with "Dear Sir or Madam" or "Dear Hiring Manager".
First paragraph - Why are you interested in this position? Explain why you are writing, how
you came across the job posting and why you are interested in the organization (this is your
chance to briefly demonstrate that you've done your research). If someone such as a
professor, former employer, or family member referred you to the employer, this is also the
best place to mention that person’s name.

Tips for an
outstanding
cover letter

• Research and understand the position
• Customize and Personalize
• Demonstrate your value
• Focus on your strengths, not weaknesses
• Proofread

Second paragraph - Why are you the right match? Here you should demonstrate how and
why you are a good match for this position. Draw attention to any relevant experience and
education you offer. Ideally, you will not reiterate what is on your resume, but highlight
specific examples from your experience that are unique and make you stand out. Use the
Challenge - Action - Result (CAR). Indicate what your contributions to the organization are and
as much as possible use keywords from the job posting.
Closing paragraph: Finish on a positive note by expressing your thanks for the reader's time
and that you look forward to meeting him/her. Indicate how and when you can be contacted.
You may make further reference to your enclosed resume or any other additional requested
documents here.
Sincerely,
(Handwritten signature if mailed/ electronic signature acceptable if emailed)
Your Name (typed out)

20/05/2019
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WRITTEN TEST

Written
tests

20/05/2019

• Read all the instructions and
materials carefully
• Use a combination of headings, bullet
points and writing styles to add
emphasis
• Use acronyms only after you’ve
explained them
• Use correct spelling and grammar
• Write for someone who doesn’t have
your knowledge

These interview tasks usually involve writing an essay, email,
letter or report on a given topic, though you may sometimes be
asked to proofread, review or summarize a document.
Tasks typically last 40 to 60 minutes, and your common sense,
comprehension and written communication are being assessed
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COMPETENCY BASED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

C.A.R.(L.)

Structure of
CompetencyBased
Questions

Context

Phrased in the past tense
Requests a specific example – given in the past tense
Is not a hypothetical situation

Action
Relates to the needs of the job

Result

Lessons
learned

Examples of
CompetencyBased
Questions

What have you done in your recent leadership role to foster involvement and
engagement of multiple teams to achieve a common objective?
What experience have you had with working with people with different background?

Please tell us about a situation where your decision was not in line with organizational
priorities. How did you defend your decision to your senior management?
Please describe a time when you identified a creative solution to a problem

20/05/2019
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SCAN THE CODE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT UNESCO!

https://en.unesco.org/careers

Cпасибо

Thank You
ﺷﻜﺮا ﻟﻜﻢ

谢谢

Tack Så Mycket

Merci

Gracias

